
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a logistics ANST. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for logistics ANST

WAREHOUSE/LOCATION/INVENTORY ABBREVIATIONS ASSIGNMENT
Attends and participates in Start of Work (SoW) meetings, hosts Kick Off (KO)
meetings for new work/new phases of work, coordinates and leads LMI
Integrated Product Team (IPT) Meetings with Customer, support staff, and
program management
Assists with development of working schedule/Integrated Master Schedule
(IMS) based on data availability (incoming handoffs), deliverable
schedules/deadlines for internal and external customers (product/outgoing
handoffs)
Provides status of product development against schedule and supports
communication of metrics to stakeholders, internal and external
Coordinates product development with appropriate functional team(s) and
tracks progress against budget and schedule
Creates Estimates to Complete (ETCs) for assigned work based on tasks
required to be completed, available personnel and measures against
allocated budget to perform work
Analyzes engineering and maintainability data to determine parts/support,
parts to be provisioned, provisioned parts’ level of maintenance, technical or
clerical issues with data preventing proper provisioning of parts, task
frequencies, Maintenance Replacement Rates (MRRs), task times and parts
roll ups
Researches and/or applies knowledge of Military and Industry Standards,
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Works across functions (engineering, maintainability, technical publications, )
to coordinate inputs/outputs, research spare parts data, and to answer
incoming questions/provide information as needed
Interfaces directly with Customer on projects regarding development of LMI
products, manages expectations related to deliverables and scope of work

Qualifications for logistics ANST

Proven technical writing and editing ability (please be prepared to provide
samples)
Education requirement is a Bachelor’s Degree in a Logistics/Business
Administration discipline, or acceptable technical field
Experience may include Technical Documentation support in related fields
such as commercial research and development efforts, or maritime industries
Must have an Active or Interim Secret Clearance
Attendance and punctuality a must
Working knowledge of common program management tools, Microsoft
Office Suite and Project


